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State University of New York College at Cortland 

AED 409:  Participant Observation 

Spring, 2011 (3 credit hours) 
4:25-5:15  Old Main G09 

Karen Stearns, Ph.D.  (OM 114D, x2072)  

(315-446-3385/home315-456-8654 cell)      

karen.stearns@cortland.edu         
stearns.karen@yahoo.com     

Home Phone: 315-446-3385 

Cell: 315-456-8654 
Office Hours: T/TH 1-2:30 and W by appt. 

 

Class Ning site: http://praxis21.ning.com 

Class Wiki: http://praxis21.pbworks.com 

 
 

 

Description: 
AED 409 provides for a 50 hour field experience and accompanying seminar supervised and 

facilitated by your AED 409 instructor at an observation site determined by the Field Placement 

Office. 409 is a complement to 408 and vice versa.  Instructors work together to provide the best 

possible experience. While you are in a middle or high school classroom, you will be observing, 

listening, and taking good notes. During the fieldwork experience, you will also conduct 

interviews with students, teachers, administrators and staff, and spend one “day” following a 

willing student’s class schedule. You will also conduct a small inquiry/action research project 

over 6 of your observation weeks. 

 

You will also teach a writing lesson, first assessing students’ knowledge and competence with a 

particular writing concept/skill/activity, then planning and teaching a lesson(s), and, finally, 

assessing and reflecting on the results in student writing in response to your assignment. 

Additionally, at the teacher’s discretion, you may participate in classroom or extra-curricular 

activities, attend team, department or faculty meetings, tutor students, conduct mini-lessons, 

respond to student writing, and/or assist with instruction.  

 

A significant amount of class time will focus on consideration of our texts’ views on writing 

instruction and assessment and student led discussion about their observations of the teaching of 

writing in middle and high school.  

 

Standards: This course meets NCATE/NCTE and SUNY Learning Standards and is aligned 

with SUNY Cortland’s Conceptual Framework and Organizational Standards. Students majoring 

in Adolescence Education: English 7-12 will focus on acquiring knowledge and developing skills 

aligned with learning outcomes from the College's Conceptual Framework for Teacher 

Education and those established by the Council of Teachers of English (NCTE).  In particular, 

candidates in 
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this course will meet the following standards: 
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NCATE/NCTE Standards (AED 409) 
Program Structure: 
1.4  Meet performance benchmarks and/or gateways within an ELA program assessment system that regularly evaluates 

candidate performances by using multiple forms of assessment which demonstrate validity and reliability and which are 

common to all candidates. 

 

Attitudes:  

2. 4  Design and implement instruction and assessment that assist      

students in developing habits of critical thinking; 

 

Knowledge: 

3.1.1 Integrate their knowledge of students' language acquisition and development into instruction and assessment 

designed to enhance their students’ learning; 

3.1.2 Design, implement and assess instruction that engages all students in reading, writing, speaking, listening, viewing, 

as interrelated dimensions of the learning experience in ELA; 

3.1.6 Incorporate an in-depth knowledge of English grammars into teaching skills that empower students to compose and 

to respond effectively to written, oral, and other texts; 

3.1.7 Demonstrate an in-depth knowledge of semantics, syntax, morphology, and phonology through their own effective 

use of language and integrate that knowledge into teaching their students to use oral and written language effectively. 

3.2.1 Create opportunities and develop strategies that permit students to demonstrate, through their own work, the 

influence of language and visual images on thinking and composing; 

3.2.3 Demonstrate a variety of ways to teach students composing processes that result in their creating various forms of 

oral, visual, and written literacy; 

3.2.4 Engage students in activities that provide opportunities for demonstrating their skills in writing, speaking, and 

creating visual images for a variety of audiences and purposes; 

3.4.1 Develop in their students an ability to use a wide variety of effective composing strategies to generate meaning and 

to clarify understanding; 

3.4.2 Teach students to make appropriate selections from different forms of written discourse for a variety of audiences 

and purposes and to assess the effectiveness of their products in influencing thought and action. 

3.7.1. Reflect on their own teaching performances in light of research on, and theories of, how students 

compose and respond to text and make adjustments in their teaching as appropriate; 

3.7.2 Use teacher-researcher models of classroom inquiry to analyze their own teaching practices so they can better 

understand what enables students to speak, listen, write, read, enact, and view effectively in varying learning situations. 

 

Pedagogy 

4.1 Use teacher-researcher models of classroom inquiry to analyze their own teaching practices so they can better 

understand what enables students to speak, listen, write, read, enact, and view effectively in varying learning situations. 

4.7 Integrate throughout the ELA curriculum learning opportunities in which students demonstrate their abilities to use 

language for a variety of purposes in communication; 

4.10 Establishing criteria and developing strategies for assessment that allow all students to understand what they know 

and can do in light of their instructional experiences; 

• Interpreting the individual and group results of any assessments and drawing upon a variety of information in 

these assessments to inform instruction; 

• Assisting all students in becoming monitors of their own work and growth in speaking, listening, writing, 

reading, enacting, and viewing; 
•   Explaining to students, parents, and others concerned with education how students are assessed. 
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Required Texts: 

Dressmsn,  Mark (2010). Let’s Poem: The Essential guide to teaching poetry in a high-stakes, 

 multimodal world. Urbana, ILL: NCTE.  

Gallagher, Kelly (2006). Teaching adolescent writers. Portland, ME: Stenhouse. 

Stempel, Amy. (2010). Compose yourself: A Guide to critical thinking & analytical writing in 

 secondary school. Indianapolis, IN dog ear Publishing. 

Wilson, Maja (2006). Rethinking rubrics in writing assessment. Portsmouth, ME: Heinemann. 

 

*Note: We will also draw on readings from books purchased for AED 341 and AED 409. 

 

 

 
one of these examples [of meaningful writing] was in Eng 374 (YA LIT) with Dr. Stearns. Throughout the 

semester we had three large papers due; however, we were given a second option to create our own form of 

fiction. I, of course, chose to do write my own fiction and I wrote several chapters of a book. My book had a piece 

of my life in it with a twist. I continuously feel myself wanting to add on to the chapters I have created thus far, 

but I just have not got an opportunity to sit down and actually do it. Katelyn 

 

 

 

Attendance: 

Attendance once a week is mandatory. In addition students must complete 50 hours of 

observation in their assigned classroom (s). “Count” hours according to the school schedule. For 

example if you observe 2 classes each time you visit and spend another period interviewing 

school personnel and/or students, then you have accumulated 3 hours that day. If you do that 

twice a week you will complete your 50 hours. If you are observing block classes (80 minutes) 

and you observe 2 and then spend a block (or a significant amt. of a block) interviewing school 

personnel and/or students, then you have accumulated c. 3/12 hours that day and again will 

complete your 50 hours. Of course the lesson(s) you teach counts as “observation” hours.  I 

strongly recommend that you do everything you can to become involved in the classrooms you 

observe. Sitting through the same preparation in a given day (unless very different student 

populations) is not a good use of your time UNLESS you are working in some capacity with that 

teacher and those students. It is critical that you be on time and keep your agreed upon schedule 

of observations with your teacher. Anything else will call into question your professionalism.  Of 

SUNY Learning Standards (AED409): 
 
2.  Possess in-depth knowledge of the subject area to be taught 

4.   Understand how students learn and devleop 

7.  Apply a variety of teaching strategies to develop a positive teaching-learning 
environment where      all students are encouraged to achieve their highest potential  

8.   Integrate curriculum among disciplines, and balance historical and contemporary research, 

theory, and practice; 

9.   Use multiple and authentic forms of assessment to analyze teaching and student learning and to   

plan curriculum and instruction to meet the needs of individual students;  

10. Demonstrate sufficient technology skills and the ability to integrate technology into classroom     

teaching/learning 

13. Continue to develop professionally as reflective practitioners who are committed to on-going 

scholarly inquiry. 
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course, you may experience an emergency. Be sure you have your host teacher’s cell and email -

- and have asked her/him how s/he would like you to make contact the day of the emergency--if 

you will not be in the bldg. It’s very important to keep “emergencies” to a bare minimum. I 

would not allow myself more than 2 for the whole semester. And it is also very important that 

you coordinate your schedule with the school calendar so that you are not “surprised” by days 

off, half-days, conference days, etc. Surprises won’t be good and will simply create more work 

for you. You don’t want to drive up to the school and discover the parking lot is empty. What a 

waste of your time! 

 
                

        My favorite writing experience was in eleventh grade, with of course my favorite teacher. It wasn’t my 

greatest piece of work, but it certainly made me closer to writing and the investigation process. I had to write 

about a person who most inspired me. I choose my mom because she is truly the strongest person I’ve 

ever known.  The paper called for a story to be written in first person (the person in which you are writing about) 

and to write a personal experience that made them who they are today.  Sitting down with a pen and paper in 

hand, I listened to intimate stories that my mother never mention to any of her children.  I loved every second of 

the assignment.  I had to reach down within myself to come up with the right words and images to create a world 

my mom had lived in. I wanted to represent my mom in a good light and show my readers an inspirational story.  

What made this writing experience even better was the positive feedback that I received from my teacher.  Mr. 

DiLeo asked me if he could read my piece to the rest of the class. He did not grade my paper based on grammar 

or spelling; he was grading for its content and how well I displayed my narrative.  As he read my short narrative 

to the class, I felt accomplished and knew by my audience’s reaction that my writing had connected to them. 

Melissa 

 

 

Special Needs: Any student requesting academic accommodations based on a disability is 

required to register with the Office of Student Disability Services (OSDS).  A letter of 

verification for approved accommodations can be obtained from OSDS.  Please be sure the letter 

is delivered to me as early in the semester as possible.  OSDS is located in Van Hoesen Hall, 

Room B-1 and is open 8:00 am-4:30 pm, M-F.  Their phone number is (607) 753-2066.  

 

Plagiarism and Academic Dishonesty:  
The College is an academic community whose mission is to promote scholarship through the 

acquisition, preservation and transmission of knowledge. Fundamental to this goal is the 

institution's dedication to academic integrity. This academic community takes seriously its 

responsibilities regarding academic honesty. In this setting all members of the institution have 

an obligation to uphold high intellectual and ethical standards. Plagiarism, a form of academic 

dishonesty, involves incorporating the words or thoughts of another into one’s original writing 

without proper documentation. Common examples include submitting a paper by another 

student; failing to document properly paraphrased, summarized or directly quoted material: or 

subtly altering the diction and content of a source author without documentation. The minimal 

consequences for plagiarism will be a “0” grade for the assignment and most likely for the 

course. Students should consult the College Handbook (see Chapter 340 beginning on page 50) 

for full details of SUNY Cortland’s policy on academic dishonesty. 

 

 
I would have to say that one of the best experiences I had in relation to writing was when I was a junior in high 

school. We had finished taking a test on The Great Gatsby a few days prior and my teacher decided to start class 
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that day by going over the answers to the multiple choice and short answer questions. . . . Although we had been 

covering the issue in class, our teacher explained that everyone seemed to be having a difficult time 

understanding how to properly add and cite examples from the text because the majority of the answers were 

unsatisfactory. She showed the class an example of a "good response" on the overhead and explained why it was 

so. While I was listening to her reasoning, the response begin to seem oddly familiar; and as it turned out, it was 

actually my response! I was shocked, but extremely proud that the teacher saw skill in me. After that, my teacher 

knew I enjoyed exploring the subject and would often let me take assignments one step farther: write longer 

responses, do extra-credit pieces, and read additional texts. Charlotte 

 

 

 

Assignments: 

• Keep a field journal and record the data for your action research project, demo lesson and 

interviews in it. Bring that journal to class on Tuesday’s. (10 pts.---the bringing to class 

part is very important!) 

• Facilitate the NING discussions of 409 readings TWICE during the 

semester. (10 pts.) 

• Post 2-3 x weekly to the Ning with a focus on connecting readings to your own experiences 

as writers and to your field observations of writing instruction/writing in your classroom. 

(10 pts.)  

• Interview 4 of the following: guidance counselor, your host teacher,* special ed teacher, 

principal* vice-principal, technology director (or whoever’s in charge), dept. chair, school 

psychologist. You must interview the principal and your host teacher. You will also 

“shadow” a student from one of the classes you’re observing for a full day. I know this may be 

difficult but we’ll negotiate it on a case by case basis. Throughout the semester, post your 

interview findings on the NING in the appropriate forum. Post what you find most important 

in your conversations. Post esp. what you see connects with class topics/readings.  Keep 

track of these postings in a single Word document so that you can submit them at semester’s 

end. Your topics** 
a. Describe for me what you are looking for in a colleague or new hire (depending on the 

interview subject.) 

b. What do you think are the most important skills/dispositions students should be learning 

in their ELA classes? Why? What is most important about school-sponsored writing? 

What should students know and be able to do as a result of school-sponsored writing? 

What would you like to see students writers working on? Or what do they work on you 

find critical to their development? How does technology play a role in reinventing writing 

instruction? Does your bldg. have a set writing curriculum that teachers follow? (IF SO, 

please obtain a copy and read through it. Ask your host teacher.) What do you think 

an ELA teacher needs to be effective as a writing teacher?  

c. What do you love most about your work with young people? 

d. Your own questions depending on your observations prior to the interview and 

setting.  (20 pts.) 

 

**You will, of course, tweak these questions to fit your own style but these are general    

     guidelines for topics to cover in the interviews. You of course may choose to pose them in     

     any order that seems to make sense to you. The interview should be at least a half   

     hour. If you are able to garner more time, use it. We will  draw from the  

     interviews to create wiki pp. on each subjects’ responses.  For example--we’ll have a host       
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     teacher’s page which includes (anonymously) a few comments you find relevant from that   

     interview subject. And that page will represent 12 different teachers’ insights into the 

     way they approach writing instruction and adolescent writers.  

 

• Develop a small action/inquiry research project of 6 weeks’ duration focused on some aspect of 

writing instruction, student writing, etc. We will discuss in greater depth of course. Good place 

to get more clarification: http://gse.gmu.edu/research/tr/tr_definition. You will write up 

findings from the data you collect. On your wiki page you will post your initial question and 

progress as you move through your inquiry. (25 pts.) 
 

• Gather data about student writers you are observing and plan a writing (not grammar) lesson      

based on what you see in sample papers. Prepare a lesson plan, teach your lesson, collect, 

respond to and copy a sample of student papers to analyze. Reflect on your lesson, student 

response to it and your next move to continue instruction of the writerly skills you are focusing 

on. You will post your lesson plans on our wiki.  (25 pts.) 
 

 

 
Writing that had the most meaning and value for me in high school was the time I spent in journalism class and 

three years on the staff of the school newspaper (two of those as editor). I loved being able to present stories and 

articles that had impact for our school and the community. One of my favorite history teachers would always 

challenge me to do an opposing viewpoint with him in our editorial section (i.e. legalization of drugs, school 

funding). And I even had the opportunity to interview the soon elected governor of Texas, Ann Richards, about a 

proposed hazardous waste site that was impacting our community. I always found my writing in this setting to be 

more expressive and creative than the typical assigned essays, book reports, and response papers in my English 

classes. Journalism and newspaper presented more relevance and connection than the ELA class work. This 

experience gave me a platform for my voice even within the sometimes structured writing of journalism. Heather 

 

 

 

Week of Assigments Ning/Class 
Facilitators 

Assignments Due 

Jan 24, 2011 Choices on the map of 
English--all posit a 

particular “subject” of 
learning-- 

Kelly, Passionate 
Contracts (HO) 

Dr. S. purchase books 
reading 

http://gse.gmu.edu/research/tr/tr_definition
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Week of Assigments Ning/Class 
Facilitators 

Assignments Due 

Jan 31, 2011 The Writing “crisis”? 
Gallagher, 1, 2 

What is good writing?” 
http://www.ncte.org/libr
ary/NCTEFiles/Resourc
es/Journals/EJ/0994-

mar2010/EJ0994Promi
nent.pdf 

 

Katelyn/Tonya reading 
Ning Posts 

Feb 7, 2011 Teacher as 
literacy/writing model 

Newkirk, 1, 2  
Gallagher, 3 

Murray, “Write before 
Writing” (HO) 

Wilson, 4 
* 

Establish contact with 
host teacher and set a 

date for first visit ASAP-
- 

BEGIN FIELD 
JOURNAL 

Set up a first interview 
(just as you would any 

appt.) 

Mark/Brittany  reading 
NING posts  

(on reading and on 
first field 

experiences - make 
connections 

between reading, 
your own 

experiences and 
field observations. 

But be sure to 
reference the 

reading 
specifically.) 

 

http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0994-mar2010/EJ0994Prominent.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0994-mar2010/EJ0994Prominent.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0994-mar2010/EJ0994Prominent.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0994-mar2010/EJ0994Prominent.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0994-mar2010/EJ0994Prominent.pdf
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Week of Assigments Ning/Class 
Facilitators 

Assignments Due 

Feb 14, 2011 
Send a favorite middle 

or high school teacher a 
surprise valentine with 
a note telling him/her 
why they have been 
memorble mentors 

Gallagher, 5, 6 
Writing for 

teachers/professors 
Bernebai, “The School 

Essay” (HO) 
“Going Beyond the 

Thesis” 
http://www.ncte.org/libr
ary/NCTEFiles/Resourc
es/Journals/EJ/0996-

jul2010/EJ0996Speakin
g.pdf 

Stempel, “Intro” 
“What do College 

Professors Really Have 
to Say about Student 

Writing?” 
http://www.ncte.org/libr
ary/NCTEFiles/Resourc
es/Journals/EJ/1003-

jan2011/EJ1003What.p
df 
 

and “Closing the gap 
between HS and 
college writing: 

http://www.ncte.org/libr
ary/NCTEFiles/Resourc
es/Journals/EJ/0994-

mar2010/EJ0994Closin
g.pdf 

* 
What do students have 

to say about writing: 
http://www.ncte.org/libr
ary/NCTEFiles/Resourc
es/Journals/EJ/0983-

jan09/EJ0983Student.p
df 

begin interviews 
 

post to WIKI 
 
 

Julie H/Kyle reading 
Ning Posts (see 

above) 
 

First interview (post 

selected excerpts on 

designated wiki page-

-keep them brief--

bullets are fine) 

 

http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0996-jul2010/EJ0996Speaking.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0996-jul2010/EJ0996Speaking.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0996-jul2010/EJ0996Speaking.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0996-jul2010/EJ0996Speaking.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0996-jul2010/EJ0996Speaking.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/1003-jan2011/EJ1003What.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/1003-jan2011/EJ1003What.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/1003-jan2011/EJ1003What.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/1003-jan2011/EJ1003What.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/1003-jan2011/EJ1003What.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0983-jan09/EJ0983Student.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0983-jan09/EJ0983Student.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0983-jan09/EJ0983Student.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0983-jan09/EJ0983Student.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0983-jan09/EJ0983Student.pdf
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Week of Assigments Ning/Class 
Facilitators 

Assignments Due 

Feb 21, 2011 Expressive writing and 
good ideas for 
supporting it:  

 
Newkirk, 4  

 
Stempel, “Before 
Writing Begins” 

 
2 articles that suggest 

neat writing 
assignments: 

Place-based writing in 
the EJ: 

http://www.ncte.org/libr
ary/NCTEFiles/Resourc
es/Journals/EJ/1003-

jan2011/EJ1003Replac
e.pdf 

 
Writing Screenplays 

http://www.ncte.org/libr
ary/NCTEFiles/Resourc
es/Journals/EJ/1001-

sep2010/EJ1001Everyb
ody.pdf 

*  
Newkirk, 5 

Writing alongside 
popular culture 

proposal for action 
research  

 

 
 

Heather/Julie B reading 
Ning Posts 

 
written proposal on 

your WIKI page for 

inquiry project 

by Feb 22 

 

This week-- 

respond to 2 
classmates’ posts on 

their wiki pp.  

 

Obviously, if that 

classmate already has 

two responses, move 

on until everyone 

does. 

 

http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/1003-jan2011/EJ1003Replace.pdfWriting
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/1003-jan2011/EJ1003Replace.pdfWriting
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/1003-jan2011/EJ1003Replace.pdfWriting
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/1003-jan2011/EJ1003Replace.pdfWriting
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/1003-jan2011/EJ1003Replace.pdfWriting
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/1003-jan2011/EJ1003Replace.pdfWriting
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Week of Assigments Ning/Class 
Facilitators 

Assignments Due 

Feb 28, 2011 Gallagher, 7 
Writing Argument:  

read Stempel, “Getting 
started”  

and “Many pieces 
become a whole”  

also 
read several relevant 
essays in the July, ’10 

issue of the EJ on 
writing argument 

 
Thinking about 
assessment as 

planning for writing  
Wilson, Foreward by 
Alfie Kohn and ch. 1 

 
“Innovative Writing 

Instruction” 
http://www.ncte.org/libr
ary/NCTEFiles/Resourc
es/Journals/EJ/1003-

jan2011/EJ1003Innovat
ive.pdf 

 
Those grammar gods: 
http://www.ncte.org/libr
ary/NCTEFiles/Resourc
es/Journals/EJ/0983-

jan09/EJ0983Grammar.
pdf 

Casey/Mark reading 
Ning Posts 

 
Be sure you’ve 
scheduled and 

conducted another 
interview--post to the 

appropriate WIKI 

page 

 
tweak your inquiry 
question based on 
feedback--and get 
started with data 

collection (notes on 
your wiki page) 
respond to 2 more 

classmates’ inquiry  

(now tweaked) 

questions on their 

wiki page 
 

***BY MARCH 

1--date you will be 

teaching your 

lesson and a 

general idea of 

how you will 

approach it. 

Post to appropriate 

NING forum 

http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/1003-jan2011/EJ1003Innovative.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/1003-jan2011/EJ1003Innovative.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/1003-jan2011/EJ1003Innovative.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/1003-jan2011/EJ1003Innovative.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/1003-jan2011/EJ1003Innovative.pdf
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Week of Assigments Ning/Class 
Facilitators 

Assignments Due 

Mar 7, 2011 Reading and Writing 
with a Class wiki: 

http://www.ncte.org/li
brary/NCTEFiles/Res
ources/Journals/EJ/0

995-
may2010/EJ0995Coll

ab.pdf 
 

International 
connections with a 

shared wiki:  
http://www.ncte.org/li
brary/NCTEFiles/Res
ources/Journals/VM/0

181-
sep2010/VM0181Tak

ing.pdf 
 

Students’ engaged in 
peers’ writing:  

http://www.ncte.org/li
brary/NCTEFiles/Res
ources/Journals/EJ/0

983-
jan09/EJ0983Innovati

ve.pdf 
 

Assessing online 
writing: 

http://www.ncte.org/li
brary/NCTEFiles/Res
ources/Journals/EJ/0

995-
may2010/EJ0995Wiki

.pdf 
 

“Digital Writing” 
(HO’s) 

 
 

Kaylin/Charlotte readings 
Ning posts 

 
2nd or 3rd interview 

notes posted (spread 

out your interviews--

your questions will 

change as you spend 

more time in the 

bldg.) 

 
Lesson planning 

for the next 
month--NING for 

feedback 
 
 
 

TEACH YOUR 

LESSON 

 

 

Update wiki page on 

your inquiry project 

http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0995-may2010/EJ0995Collab.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0995-may2010/EJ0995Collab.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0995-may2010/EJ0995Collab.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0995-may2010/EJ0995Collab.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0995-may2010/EJ0995Collab.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0995-may2010/EJ0995Collab.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/VM/0181-sep2010/VM0181Taking.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/VM/0181-sep2010/VM0181Taking.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/VM/0181-sep2010/VM0181Taking.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/VM/0181-sep2010/VM0181Taking.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/VM/0181-sep2010/VM0181Taking.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/VM/0181-sep2010/VM0181Taking.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0983-jan09/EJ0983Innovative.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0983-jan09/EJ0983Innovative.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0983-jan09/EJ0983Innovative.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0983-jan09/EJ0983Innovative.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0983-jan09/EJ0983Innovative.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0983-jan09/EJ0983Innovative.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0995-may2010/EJ0995Wiki.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0995-may2010/EJ0995Wiki.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0995-may2010/EJ0995Wiki.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0995-may2010/EJ0995Wiki.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0995-may2010/EJ0995Wiki.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0995-may2010/EJ0995Wiki.pdf
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Week of Assigments Ning/Class 
Facilitators 

Assignments Due 

Mar 21, 2011 More modeling/Models:  
Gallagher, 4 

“Learning from 
Goldilocks” -- on story 

structure (HO) 
 

A new way to think 
about the research 

“paper”: 
http://www.ncte.org/libr
ary/NCTEFiles/Resourc
es/Journals/EJ/0983-
jan09/EJ0983Fact.pdf 

 
Teaching creative non-

fiction: 
ttp://www.ncte.org/librar
y/NCTEFiles/Resources

/Journals/EJ/0992-
nov09/EJ0992Focus.pd

f 
 

Non-fiction writing: 
http://www.ncte.org/libr
ary/NCTEFiles/Resourc
es/Journals/EJ/0994-

mar2010/EJ0994Role.p
df 
 

Writing in community: 
http://www.ncte.org/libr
ary/NCTEFiles/Resourc
es/Journals/EJ/0985-

may09/EJ0985Teachin
g.pdf 

 
Writing humor: 

http://www.ncte.org/libr
ary/NCTEFiles/Resourc
es/Journals/EJ/0986-

july09/EJ0986Comic.pd
f 
 
 

Julie H/Tonya Readings 
Ning posts 

 
2nd or 3rd interview 

posted  

 

 
Lesson planning 

continues  
 
 
 

TEACH YOUR 

LESSON 

 

 
Update wiki page on 

your inquiry project 

 

 

 

http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0992-nov09/EJ0992Focus.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0992-nov09/EJ0992Focus.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0992-nov09/EJ0992Focus.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0992-nov09/EJ0992Focus.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0992-nov09/EJ0992Focus.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0994-mar2010/EJ0994Role.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0994-mar2010/EJ0994Role.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0994-mar2010/EJ0994Role.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0994-mar2010/EJ0994Role.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0994-mar2010/EJ0994Role.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0985-may09/EJ0985Teaching.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0985-may09/EJ0985Teaching.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0985-may09/EJ0985Teaching.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0985-may09/EJ0985Teaching.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0985-may09/EJ0985Teaching.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0986-july09/EJ0986Comic.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0986-july09/EJ0986Comic.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0986-july09/EJ0986Comic.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0986-july09/EJ0986Comic.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0986-july09/EJ0986Comic.pdf
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Week of Assigments Ning/Class 
Facilitators 

Assignments Due 

Mar 28, 2011 More on assessment:  
Stempel, “Thinking 
and organization 

toolbox”  
 

Wilson, 2, 3 
 

Peer Reviewing: 
http://www.ncte.org/li
brary/NCTEFiles/Res
ources/Journals/EJ/0

995-
may2010/EJ0995Tha

nk.pdf 
 

More on peer 

reviewing:http://www.n
cte.org/library/NCTEF
iles/Resources/Journ

als/EJ/0985-
may09/EJ0985Appro

aching.pdf 
 

Helping students edit: 
http://www.ncte.org/li
brary/NCTEFiles/Res
ources/Journals/VM/0

154-
may08/VM0154Expre

ss.pdf 
 

Using portfolios for 
assessment:  

EJ0985Beyond.pdf 
http://www.ncte.org/li
brary/NCTEFiles/Res
ources/Journals/EJ/0

994-
mar2010/EJ0994Res

earch.pdf 
 

“Matthew’s portfolio” 
(HO 

Writing conferences 
(HO) 

21st Century revision 
(HO) 

Katelyn/Julie B Readings 
Ning posts 

 
2nd or 3rd interview 

notes posted 

 

Lesson planning for 
the next month--

NING for feedback 
 
 
 

TEACH YOUR 

LESSON 

 

 

 

LAST WEEK for 

data collection 

(you should have 6 

wks. of data) 
Update wiki page on 

your inquiry project 

and write up your 

findings--Format 

TBA 

 

http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0995-may2010/EJ0995Thank.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0995-may2010/EJ0995Thank.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0995-may2010/EJ0995Thank.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0995-may2010/EJ0995Thank.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0995-may2010/EJ0995Thank.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0995-may2010/EJ0995Thank.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0985-may09/EJ0985Approaching.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0985-may09/EJ0985Approaching.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0985-may09/EJ0985Approaching.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0985-may09/EJ0985Approaching.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0985-may09/EJ0985Approaching.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0985-may09/EJ0985Approaching.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/VM/0154-may08/VM0154Express.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/VM/0154-may08/VM0154Express.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/VM/0154-may08/VM0154Express.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/VM/0154-may08/VM0154Express.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/VM/0154-may08/VM0154Express.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/VM/0154-may08/VM0154Express.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0994-mar2010/EJ0994Research.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0994-mar2010/EJ0994Research.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0994-mar2010/EJ0994Research.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0994-mar2010/EJ0994Research.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0994-mar2010/EJ0994Research.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0994-mar2010/EJ0994Research.pdf
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Week of Assigments Ning/Class 
Facilitators 

Assignments Due 

Apr 4, 2011 Wilson, 5, 6, 7 
Writing that matters: 

http://www.ncte.org/libr
ary/NCTEFiles/Resourc
es/Journals/EJ/0985-

may09 
 

Students’ 
voices:http://www.ncte.
org/library/NCTEFiles/R
esources/Journals/EJ/0

986-
july09/EJ0986Self.pdf 

 
http://www.ncte.org/libr
ary/NCTEFiles/Resourc
es/Journals/EJ/0982-

nov08/EJ0982Encourag
ing.pdf 

 
Developing empathy:  

http://www.ncte.org/libr
ary/NCTEFiles/Resourc
es/Journals/EJ/0984-

mar09/EJ0984Echos.pd
f 
 

The case of a letter to 
the editor: 

http://www.ncte.org/libr
ary/NCTEFiles/Resourc
es/Journals/EJ/0985-

may09/EJ0985Authenti
c.pdf 

 
 

 

Heather/Kyle readings 
Ning posts 

 
3rd and 4th interview 

notes posted 
 

 
 
 
 

TEACH YOUR 

LESSON 
 
 
 
 
 

Inquiry project 

write-up due on or 

before April 12 

http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0985-may09
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0985-may09
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0985-may09
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0985-may09
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0986-july09/EJ0986Self.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0986-july09/EJ0986Self.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0986-july09/EJ0986Self.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0986-july09/EJ0986Self.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0986-july09/EJ0986Self.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0982-nov08/EJ0982Encouraging.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0982-nov08/EJ0982Encouraging.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0982-nov08/EJ0982Encouraging.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0982-nov08/EJ0982Encouraging.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0982-nov08/EJ0982Encouraging.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0985-may09/EJ0985Authentic.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0985-may09/EJ0985Authentic.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0985-may09/EJ0985Authentic.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0985-may09/EJ0985Authentic.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/EJ/0985-may09/EJ0985Authentic.pdf
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Week of Assigments Ning/Class 
Facilitators 

Assignments Due 

Apr 11, 2011 Poetry in the ELA 
Classroom 

Dressman, Intro, 1-3 
 

March ’09 issue of 
Voices from the Middle: 
http://www.ncte.org/jour

nals/vm/issues/v16-3 
 

Wonderful Penny Kittle: 
http://www.ncte.org/libr
ary/NCTEFiles/Resourc
es/Journals/VM/0181-

sep2010/VM0181Storie
s.pdf 

 
http://www.ncte.org/libr
ary/NCTEFiles/Resourc
es/Journals/EJ/0994-

mar2010/EJ0994Songs
.pdf 

Brittany/Melissa readings 
Ning posts 

 
Inquiry Project Due 

on the 12th 
 

 

All 4 interview 

notes posted by 

April 19--send 

Word doc to me. 
 
 
 
 

TEACH YOUR 

LESSON 

before Spring 

break in your 

district 

http://www.ncte.org/journals/vm/issues/v16-3
http://www.ncte.org/journals/vm/issues/v16-3
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/VM/0181-sep2010/VM0181Stories.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/VM/0181-sep2010/VM0181Stories.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/VM/0181-sep2010/VM0181Stories.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/VM/0181-sep2010/VM0181Stories.pdf
http://www.ncte.org/library/NCTEFiles/Resources/Journals/VM/0181-sep2010/VM0181Stories.pdf
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Week of Assigments Ning/Class 
Facilitators 

Assignments Due 

Apr 18, 2011 More let’s poem, 
Dressman 4-6 and 

Aferword 
 

Barbieri, “Poetry 
arrives” (HO) 

 
“The Many Ways of 

Mutligenre” (HO) 
 

Rethinking Schools 
poetry issue, Summer, 

2010 

Kaylin/Charlotte readings 
Ning posts 

 
 
 

TEACH YOUR 

LESSON before 
Spring break in 

your district 

 

Write up your 

teacher work 

sample--analyzing 

your student results 

in relationship to 

what you have 

taught-format TBA 

to turn in by April 

22.  

 
 

Apr 26, 2011 Writing for social justice 
Christensen (Teaching 
for joy and justice) , et. 

al. 
 

“Composition as 
community action.” 

(HO) 
 

“Students with special 
needs” (HO 

 
“Stenciling dissent: A 
Student project draws 
on the language of the 

street” 
(Rethinkingschools.org, 

Fall, ’09) 

Melissa/Casey reading 
Ning Posts 

 

Teacher work 

sample due on or 

before April 22 

(you may send 

sections prior to 

that for feedback) 
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Week of Assigments Ning/Class 
Facilitators 

Assignments Due 

May 2, 2011 Writing for social justice 
“Educating Heather” 

and  
“Beat it! Defeat it! 

Racist cookies: We 
won’t eat it!” 

(Rethinkingschools.org,  
Summer, ’09) 

Dr. S. Revisions of 

Teacher Work 

Sample due on 

May 9 

Last Class May 9 
 

Exam period 
begins on May 13 
Be prepared to be 
on campus up to 
and including the 
time slot for our 
scheduled exam. 

TBA 

 And We  

All Shine On...... 

 

 

 
 


